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Seeing the Other 

This year’s editors are pleased to present The Testament, a production of the 
Princeton Theological Seminary community. This publication showcases 
visual and literary art created by members of this community. These works, 
diverse in form and content, are assembled together around the theme 
Seeing the Other. 

The process of selecting submissions for this theme has been a joyful, 
thought-provoking one for us, as we have seen not only the other, but also 
others’ views of the other. In such visions, we have sometimes recognized 
ourselves as the other, newly imaged through the eyes of gracious artists. 
We have received the gift of seeing with, experiencing difference along- 
side those whose vision of the world startles us and renews our sense of 
wonder. 

This collection kaleidoscopically reveals places where we find or are found 
by the unpredictable other. To use titles from two of the included poems, 
we encounter the other in “dung and straw” as much as in “light and 
dust.” The images that appear here show strangers made lovely by the 

artist’s eye, as well as the familiar made strange or stunning. You may find 

that the other comes in the newly born and in the finally or too-soon 
dying, in the light and in the shadow. For these artists, encountering the 
other means articulating the desires to be “made whole” and to “live full 
and well and big” in a fragmenting or constricting world. Their visions of 
the world, you will find, are clear-sighted and courageous in their hon- 
esty. But you will also hear and see that these artists long for more than 
“starved hope and distant memory.” They long for a dimension of living 
in which “we are ourselves, and even more ourselves than we have ever 
been,” in which we can locate and become “living/angels/in our swamp.” 

We hope that in receiving this publication, you will see the other as you 

see the other’s vision. To paraphrase Reno Lauro’s poem, we hope that you 
will be among those who listen to the runes with effect and delight. We 
trust that the One who is most Other will give you ears to hear and eyes to 
see. With much joy we offer this gift, Seeing the Other, to the community of 

Princeton Theological Seminary. 

Catherine Evans 

C. Nolan Huizenga 

Christiane Lang 
editors 
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A Fundamental Grip 

My grip is tight. 
Strengthened by arrogance and new knowledge, 
| hold the church 

like the head of a deadly serpent— 
a spewing viper. 

Even coiled around my arm, 
| will not release. 

In my distraction 
(and the pride of my capture), 

| miss another snake, 

a seventy by seven creature. 
She coils around my leg 
and feeds on my bloody resentment— 
my bitterness is sweet to this forgiveness serpent. 

Hudson Neely 
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Stranger Games 

I’ve been playing hide and seek with someone | don’t know. 

She yells out for me to count as she goes to hide 

because she thought someone lied. 

They were trying to find my location, 

and what makes it different from the home from which 

love grows. 

| start to count, 

hiding my face in my arm. 

One, 

| close the conversation when he asks me more than what, 

where, when or why. 

Two, 

| glide on over to the other group with the guy whose eyes 

seem to loom. 

WKS: 

| touch the shoulder of another as he passes by, 

| wink and nod in his direction while listening to another. 

Four, 

| don’t sit with the same people today at lunch. 

| wear a sexy outfit and wonderful perfume and just let my 

scent linger. 

Five, 

| call my safe gay friend when I’m lonely and the group has all 

stopped by, 

before six-seven-eight-nine... 



Ten, 

now she’s got me running again. 

| never find the stranger who ran and hid, 

the game still holds me like a kid 

in a web— 

of fantasy. 

I’m not worried about consequences 

just want someone to play with me. 

| want someone to turn me into the seeker 

because waiting to hear her count 

it takes too long now 

my heart races 

when | turn corners and my scent isn’t 

as pretty. 

The game 

it doesn’t glitter 

in fact it’s dull 

the fantasy’s gone 

and I still can’t find my stranger. 

Erin Hayes 
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light and dust 

| was taken away 

transfixed and flying above the rooftops on the back of the bird 

who sails in storms with her oily feathers 

oh, no, I look forward to this coming my heart moves at great 

bounds at any utterance of sound 

her wings display 

she sounds like laughter as singing as moaning 

lovers screaming in gratitude next door 

with pleasure | creep out my head towards the window to lift 

the glass 

letting the centuries slide to be exposed to the rainfall 

and I grasp her greased feathers climb on her feverish back 

to become transformed 

| run with her only to face storms to love wildly 

never mind what people see above their chimney tops as they 

open their windows 

“curse, chaos, death.” 

this spectacle of light and dust and universe 

they say this and yet they know we are floating in another 

hemisphere we transcend planetary measure 

yet we are still here 

| fear being taken away. She cannot be resisted. 

Catherine Evans 



untitled 

La mia mano sul tuo viso, 

una carezza che parte da me ed a me ritorna. 

Emozioni incomprensibili nello sfiorare 

il tuo viso con il mio. 

Domande. 

E amore il mio? O non ti sto usando? 

Carezzo te, ma lo faccio per me. 

Dove é quello che vuoi tu? Chi? 

sei tu? 

E amore questo 0 non é perversione? 

Prendere le tue braccia, guidare 

tutto di te a me, insegnarti ad amarmi 

non e perversione? 

E sembra vita reale... 

non é reale invece il tu che viene a me. 

Quando ci incontreremo? 

Quando smettero di chiedere? 

Quando potro smettere di pregare 

e finalmente 

solo lodare? 

Accompagna me, insegna a me, 

prendimi per quella che sono: una bambina. 

Lauretta 



untitled (translation) 

My hand upon your face, 

a caress that comes from me and returns to me. 

Incomprehensible emotions in touching 

your face with mine. 

Questioning. 

Is this my love? Or am I using you? 

| caress you, but I do it for myself. 

Where is it — that which you want? Who are you? 

Is it you? 

Is this love or rather, perversion? 

Drawing your arms, leading 

all of you to me, teaching you to love me 

isn’t perversion? 

It indeed appears to be real life... 

It is not real: the you who is coming to me. 

When will we meet? 

When shall I stop asking? 

When could | ever leave off praying 

and at last 

only praise? 

Stay with me, teach me, 

take me for what I am: a child. 



Woman in the Shower 

| saw you standing in the 
shower stall 

| saw the water fall 

on your face 
the drops left a space 
on your skin. 
In my mind’s eye I saw 
you lift your chin and hands 

to your head and massage 
the suds. 

You scrubbed and scrubbed 
until you could breathe 
under the water 

you breathed under 
the water 

you were free 
you were me. 
Your hair was clean 

all the dirty words of childhood 
were gone 
all the hopes for erased 
nappyhood were gone. 

Instead you let the hair 

on your head run free 

past your boundaries. 

It was at that moment 

| knew you had become me 
| felt all my past words 
let go of the chains 
all your past hopes seep through 

my veins 

of red womanhood. 



lam a woman 

woman I am 

you were a woman before I knew 
| had to catch up 
| was still living in 
my victim clothes 
thought everyone had to know 
what or who stole my afterglow. 
| know it is up to me to show 

the left over strength 
that grows simply from 
who | know. 
| saw me standing in the shower stall 
| felt a woman 
breath under the water. 
The you I wanted to be 

the you | always saw from a distance but could never touch, 
the you that I felt | couldn’t get to 
came to me 
embraced me under the water 
and we laughed. 

Erin Hayes 
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Redemption 

i am an earthen vessel, 
Once whole... 
masterfully hand-crafted and decoratively painted, 
perfect mold... 
to think that i was sculpted, wonderfully made 
as i am told... 

then to discover a crack in my being. 
Because of this | have often prayed to be complete; 
yet, | never realized that it would take some work. 

Didn’t know that You would chip away, paint over, 

try me with fire, and re-work within. 
i was angry at first, 
i was cold... 
but the wind had a cooling effect, 
within my soul... 
at last, i could be fixed, 
the real me to show... 
Oh to be a recycled vessel, 
again made whole. 

Darnell L. Moore 



untitled 

My neighbor, she is persistent 
as the late-night knocking bread beggar. 
| can give her that. Also this: 

we share in common one wall. 

The woman pipes at her recorder, 

transmits to me alone high, halting 
messages ingeniously encoded 
in unexpected sharps and flats 
and slipped through our wall at night 
when few can notice— 

She is at it again. 

It is not 

that she does not improve with practice, 
that she cannot train her tunes 
to cadent, soldierly step 
or marshal her favorite lines 

to wend them sweetly, hauntingly 
to some battle with no inglorious casualties. 

She intends the reedy dissonance. Secretly, 
while I receive and guard her prophecy, 
she signals the sighing discord of the universe, 
the chaos primordial that arched its spiked back 
in tossed waves under the wind 
of a hovering, unsilent Spirit. 

For her tune she chooses Greensleeves 

or What Child Is This (no one knows): 

Alas, my love, you do me 
Wrong! 

She plays the cacophony of desire and violence 

mounting outside the city gates 

from that garish, unruly carnival 
that pitched its orange tents and spinning wheels 
and will not move on. 



She, the piper, my fellow inmate, 
incarcerated by a siege barely turned 
lets fall those uneven, unresting rests 
SO as to say 

Wait: music is arbitrary, 
disparate sounds organized after the fact, 
lined up flush with the edges of sense 
in your desperate brain. 

The notes mean You must hear me. 

Iam minstrel 
of the world’s suffering, 
of the fall of the sparrow, 

the fall of the oak, 
the fall of the tower 
in kingdoms upon kingdoms. 

She is at it again. Her wrong song in the night: 
her semiotic screech and tweek 
fingered on the straight pipe of the Apocalypse, 
wrought upon the whistle of revelation. 
Hers, the last encryption, blowing melody to bits, 
razing meaning’s buttresses. 
And I, Nazareth to her Prophet, should be grateful? 

Before I know it, all resisting, 
| have begun to catch her tune. 
To stop my humming, | begin another song 
and know that it is, in broken canon, 
hers again. 

| have heard and now believe: 
the captured languish most 
near them who pose 
as prisoners clothed raggedly, 
cruel commiserates 
who pass incessant, fearful chatter 
of starved hope and distant memory through the bars 
like molding bread to hungry hands. 

Christiane Lang 



Sprites of Dung & Straw (excerpt 1) 

Texas humidity 

thick —no breeze 

to cool dog tongue 

we echo 
without sound 

reek 

of dung 

&straw living 
angels 

in our swamp 

* * * 

Break a stick Jesus said 

and there I am 

a live oak? Or cedar? 

It used to matter 

surely a wizened 
Ash 

but who listens 

to the runes? 

with effect 

& delight 

* * * 

my friend presses 
ground coffee beans 

earth tastes 

good out under foot 
& | don’t need sugar 

to enjoy 

Reno Lauro 
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Sprites of Dung & Straw (excerpt 2) 

* * * 

VERSE | 

terror soak 

sweat brakes 

first solstice light 
fever dreams 

a cousin dead 

seas tremendous 

tidal wave calamity 
heaves matter & takes 

my bride 
words open 
worlds taut and alive 

* * * 

VERSE? 

by noon: 
new summer butter 
fly flight 
over lantana bloom 

web-hidden 
spider mites decay 
pecan branches 
sweet 
potato baked 
for lunch 
dog wants out / heat keeps him in 
dung steams 
straw hat fits well 

* * * 

REFRAIN 

wondrous angels 
weigh unseen 
without words 

“Nature loves to hide” 

(Heraclites says) 
heave n’ release havoc 

in my back-yard 

Reno Lauro 
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One Day 

Her eyes have not shed tears today. The fight of fear and 

wishing and anger and denial has ceased, for now, and the calm 
reality of a body breaking down sets in. Her skin glows. Her eyes 

are yellow with an eerie beauty, like amber, or unpolished gold. 
She smiles slowly, and often, but laughs less. When she speaks it 
is usually garbled, but sometimes her clarity astounds me. She will 
open her eyes and say suddenly, with great conviction, “I think my 

life has hit the mark,” and then recline again. Other times, when her 
words don’t make sense, | wonder if there is a wisdom to the dying 
that | simply cannot access. 

The Hospice booklet tells me that the end of life looks 
much like the beginning, that her brain and body will recede into 

more sleep, less talking, more primal needs. She must have known. 

Months earlier — before morphine, before jaundice, before her 
tumor-ridden liver started to fail and ammonia levels in her brain 

produced confusion — she gave us the funeral plans, her statement 

of faith. She wants music and dancing, a celebration. She met with 
the minister to ensure it, and took notes in purple ink: “peonies... 
pink bandanas...jazz band.” 

She sleeps now. But swirling around her tranquility are all 
the rest of us, planning, measuring the medicine, carefully word- 

ing the obituary, changing the water for the flowers, beginning to 

mourn. And surprising ourselves by having to live, to eat, breathe, 
sleep, move, walk. 

Most of the time numbness saves me, acting like a baseline 
drug to even out the pain. But then the pain spikes, breaks through 
like a fist below the base of my throat. Sometimes it pummels my 

whole torso. It arrives unexpectedly — with the bloom of an orchid, 
with the smoothness of her skin, when I let my eyes fall on a photo- 
graph where she kneels beside her son, my husband, age three. She 
smiles, not for the camera, but for him. And then the memories flash 
like lightening, crisp white light that hurts in its intensity, images of 
him gently touching her arm, watching closely to see if she needs 

help standing, looking away when the tears come. 

Peter, my husband, 1,000 miles north, raised his voice on 
the phone tonight to say, “I hate it that you aren’t here,” and | 
know he also meant, “I hate it that I’m not there.” | hate telling 
him the details of her decline. Slow, but happening in one more 

20 



tiny increment every second, so that by the end of the day death 
has gained one more firm step. | am so frightened he won’t be here 
when she dies. 

He tells me to rest. But I, childless, now sleep like a mother, 
always wary for noises in the night. | wake up in the darkness and 
stand in her doorway and look in just to make sure she is okay, still 

breathing. 
| look at her body wasting away, scarred from surgery and 

chemotherapy and radiation and a disease that did not falter, and 
it is clear that optimism failed. Optimistic thoughts of vacations, 
of art class, of grandmothering, of a body that miraculously recov- 
ered. Optimism failed. It crashed into reality with all the mess of a 
car colliding with a brick wall. The pieces scattered and need to be 
swept up and thrown away. 
But hope does not fail. Hope acknowledges that frightening place 
in us, late at night, that wonders who will come to the funeral, and 
where will we spend Christmas, and how will we feel on all the oc- 
casions that will happen without her. Hope permits us to imagine 
the loss. It sits with the loss and listens. And then hope reminds us 
of promise, of a reality that weds losses now and reunions then, 

pain here and beauty there. Hope connects this emptiness to heav- 
en’s fullness, this brokenness to that wholeness. Hope pieces us 
together. 

I believe in heaven — a real heaven. Not gold and harps 
and angels but reality, the place where the presence of God defines 
everything. I believe in a heaven where we are ourselves, and even 
more ourselves than we have ever been. | believe in a heaven where 
earth is more itself than it has ever been, fresher, bigger, more intri- 
cate and lovely. I believe that life is more alive in heaven. 

But I do not want her to go. 
And so | sit in the shadows of her pale pink bedroom, 

watching her chest rise and fall, trying to allow the air to fill my 
lungs, trying to breathe, waiting for the dawn. I sit, knowing it will 
all be over soon — all the waiting for dying, and knowing it will all 
begin soon — all the waiting for living. 

Amy Julia Becker 

21 
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Window 

| picture you 

in the honey light 
of your wooden room, chin 
hiding in your calm left hand, 
elbow propped in the bowl 
it has worn at the oaken edge, 

desktop like a monastery stair 
scooped in quiet step by 

praying feet of 
friends who came before. 
You read 
without music, obscure 

just inside the narrow 

wink of window 
cut high in the peeling wall 
of the barn-chamber— 
the one rising on my right 

in frosted green of cornfield 
when | drive past. 

You light your saffron lamp 
for me, and! am 
sailing home from exile 
to find your undressed 
window and you, 
from here invisible, 
warm, scented with 

wood smoke, 
books, 
and cinnamon. 

Christiane Lang 
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Lentil Fields 

The watchman’s eyes, 

frozen by the long night, 

thaw as the morning 

sun unrolls her rays 

to warm, faintly, 

but for now 

unable to thaw 

the night’s chill. 

His eyes, still cold, 

watch his thoughts 

disappear into the lentils, 

now covered 

with a sugary 

layer of frost, thin 

enough to scrape away 

with a finger. 

The field, frosted 

over in darkness 

shudders as the rays 

Stirs its lentils, 

no longer isolated. 

They are bonded together 

in the cold, 

like the strands 

of the watchman’s beard. 

They are brittle, 

ready to snap 

at the slightest touch. 

24 



His ashen face 

throbs as the sun 

erases numbness, 

as it traces circulation 

back into the wrinkles 

that tumble from his eyes, 

across his cheeks, 

and disappear 

into the corners 

of his weathered lips. 

Beyond the fence 

the harvester approaches 

to begin his day, 

a spectre whose breath 

billows, exhaling 

the heat of a warm 

night’s sleep. 

He squints in the 

pale morning light 

and nods to his predecessor, 

a glance that forgets 

the night’s ghosts 

and welcomes the morning. 

Jamey Heit 

Ue 



The Old Guitarist* 

The old guitarist bows his head, 
the instrument heavy to 
dying bones and dull hands. 
Staring into the wood, 
“Will it happen?” 
A whole note breath. 

His fingers resurrect 
and play. 

* The Old Guitarist, Pablo Picasso, Oil on panel, 1903. 

Hudson Neely 
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Intentional 

Somehow | think you knew... 

You dare to be a one. 

This is me. This is who I am. | wear sweatshirts. 

You live full and well and big, 

Every moment of life for you is as two - 

One for the intent to have such a moment... 

One for the presence to be in such a moment... 

Your heart always exposed and real and authentic, 

But so intricate, perplexing and intriguing, like a trinity, as three — 

Steady as the morning son, 

Soothing, comfortable and adaptable as a cup of tea, 

Deep and unpredictable and yearning like warm Irish whiskey. 

You are a cavern of secrets, stacks of our precious tears and dreams 

we stored in you when we ran out of room, now Ebenezer, we call 

them, a sign we were helped. 

You are volumes and volumes of prose, brooding, questioning, searching. 

You are non-fiction. Do not write in my book, not a jot or a tittle. 

My words are mine. My thoughts are mine. | tell the truth. 

This is me. This is who | am. I wear sweatshirts. 

You are music, playing even when you are not around, playing even 

when you give it up for Lent, which I never understood. 

You are inescapable music, playful melodies, diligent cadence, 

folksy as a back porch and sophisticated as red wine. The tune 

is stuck in my mind, written on my soul. A grace note. 

28 



You are a fly-ball with a Bonds shift, cracked with abandon into the 

sky with all eyes waiting for that precious moment to see where you 

land, so many empty hands reaching for that chance to catch even a 

touch of the magic. 

You teach us to swim, to dive in, to kick hard, to hold our breath for 

that slim chance that the breeze will be sweet on our noses, to trust 

in a life-guard: which is, to have faith. This is me. This is who I am. 

| wear sweatshirts. 

Somehow you live like you know that each moment is real gold... 

You hold it delicately, you spend it cautiously but boldly, you decorate 

the seasons of our lives with deliberate penmanship and a creative 

flair. Not a second spilled. Not a minute conventional. | want to be 

intentional. 

This is me. This is who I am. | wear sweatshirts. 

Rebecca Gillespie 

In memory of Scott Schuller, 1978-2004 
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Words of Flesh 

Words made flesh 
that is what she spoke of 
not on the pages of dictionaries 

But the tears of children 
needing consolation. 

They think we are out to kill them 

We think they mean harm for us 

words are being made flesh 
In lies, not in Gospel. 

God’s Word is flesh 
Our words belong to God, Our Word is God. 

Our words shall be living we speak words live words 

Become Words that love and see embrace and kiss commit Mercy 

use Words to become sweat Words belong to God Words 
belonging to Flesh 

We are flesh God is flesh Words are flesh 

Words made flesh she spoke of she was flesh 
Made love. 

Catherine Evans 
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HONESTY 

Our truest responsibility to the irrationality of the world is to paint or sing or write, 
for only in such response do we find the truth. 

— Madeleine L'Engle 

This year’s editors are pleased to present the Testament, a production of the 
Princeton Theological Seminary community. This publication showcases visual 

and literary art created by members of this community. These works, diverse in 
form and content, are assembled together around the theme of honesty. 

The process of selecting submissions has been exciting, finding frank and 
thoughtful artists sitting next to us in the pews of Miller Chapel, dining with us 
in Mackay, or known to us only through their willingness to share of themselves 
in this way. We selected this theme early in the year when one conversation after 

the other, one sermon after the other, invited us all to consider our own ability 

to tell the truth to each other. What people offered us became a reflective, beau- 

tiful, startling, challenging, and earnest collage of their understanding of hon- 
esty. While we could not include all submissions due to the constraints of space 

and a loose understanding of thematic unity, we are deeply grateful for those 
adventurers who invited us into their candor. 

Iconoclastic images, back-alley sacraments, and unorthodox words are made 

lovely in their submission to truth. This is a book of confessions unlike those of 

great councils. They do, however, prove what someone once said, that the most 

personal is often the most general. “I am the wolf-crier.” “Iam eve.” “I shop at 
Wal-Mart.” “There is nothing that compares with the weight of a casket.” 
“Honesty is bounty.” 

We invite you to engage this multilayered testament. In doing so we hope that 
you remember, awaken, reflect, listen, and pause for a moment. We also hope 

that these expressions lead you into honest conversations with others in our 
community where content is puzzling, upsetting, or particularly inspiring. 

Above all else, we offer this body of work as a humble offering to God, the author 

of truth. 

Susan Sytsma Bratt 

Rebecca Gillespie 

C. Nolan Huizenga 
editors 
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“Speak with honesty” 

Do you want controlled sentimentality 

In the voice of one holding a cooling cup of tea so his hands won't shake? 

Or did you mean sincerity 

Speaking truth without awakening bullish bravado or sheepish self doubt? 

Are you looking for novelty 

The unveiling of thoughts with a good natured flourish? 

Ora litany of sins sordidly mundane? 

Dishonestly, I must admit I can not. 

Samuel An 



Honesty is the Robe of Sanctity 

Honesty rolls 

from the first chapter of the scroll, 

gushing forth like a spring 

from the mouth of Solomon the King. 

Honesty is inscribed 

on the heart of God’s every beloved, 

like a melodious ballad 

brings jubilation to the heart and mind. 

Honesty is freedom 

and the beginning of true wisdom. 

Cherish it while you can 

to store up for yourself treasures divine. 

Honesty is bounty; 

it will purchase the Pearl of great beauty. 

Strive for it in the spring of your life 

to bring you to the gate of Paradise. 

Honesty will clothe you, 

with the garments of light will adorn you 
to make you rejoice with the Ancient of Days 
in an eternal banquet of love and praise. 

Eugene Aydin 
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Confession 

In between classes, the boy is reading for precept: Saint Augustine’s Confessions. 

He puts down his book and reads the line again. “But in those days all I knew 
was how to suck, and how to lie still when my body sensed comfort or cry when 
it felt pain. Later on I began to smile as well, first in my sleep, and then when | 

was awake.” 

He slowly reads that sentence. “Later on I began to smile as well, first in my 

sleep, and then when I was awake.” 

He reaches for a pen and begins writing. After a few minutes of referring to his 

book and adjusting phrases, the boy is done. “But in these days, all I know is how 

to suck, and how to lie when my conscience senses shame, or how to cry to feel 

pain. Now I smile as if all is well, at least when I am awake. There is no one to 

tell me whether I smile in my sleep.” Smiling, grimacing, he takes a breath and 
returns to his reading. 

As far as anyone can tell, he is focused on his studies, a model student. 

Samuel An 



Jeremiah 31:33 

When you write your law into my heart, 

do not use a Bic pen, like the one with the chewed 

cap that I tap now against my lips pursed 

in poetry. Please don’t dictate your desires 

on computer paper or where I scrawl my poems — 

the thin scratch-pad of blue-lined, college-rule notebook paper 

that never tears out neatly. 

Compose your thoughts for me on a brown, leather 

journal, the one with scuffed corners that rests 

on the crossword strewn nightstand. Or record 
as in a diary, jotting down the day’s events. Or 

enter your commands as commentary in the margins 
of your favorite book. 

And please don't use the Bic. Use an eagle-feather 
quill. Dip the tip into your wounds, bend over 

your scroll like a scrupulous scribe, lay this red, 

Eucharist ink on the yellowed parchment. Or, if you like, 

form art — turn the papyrus into a canvas for chopped 
wrist flicks of Chinese calligraphy, finishing your lines 

with a flourish. Or, 

take up a silver chisel in your left hand, 

and your carpenter’s hammer in your right, 
raise the mallet and thrust it down, shrapnel 

soaring, carve a stone tablet and engrave, smash 

your words into the hewn rock 
that will weather this world. 

Daniel Carter 



Blocks of Air 

The air stills, and 

hardens into blocks 

anything solid, just 

patience. 

And who needs 

waiting, when we have 
ground to cover, 
calls to make, 

stores to shop? 

Still, there may be some good, 
born of forced immobility for, 

finally, in desperation | called out and out, 
and growing hoarse... stilled, 

and listened. 

William L. Mangrum 



Blush 

God, you made my face 

Open and honest to all 

My heart on my sleeve 

I hide no secrets 

From you or anyone else 

My face glowing pink 

Kate McLean 

The Face of a Child, Katy Fitzhugh 



Young Men: Approaching 22 Years of Age 

As boys we conquered 
that wooden raft on Cedar Hedge Lake. 

Reeds licked our feet, wiry we wrestled 

until one became king. The royal blue water 
cooled and the goldenrod sun warmed. Like dreams 
and promises they covered and encouraged 
our muscles’ potential as our eyes searched 
through the clouds for battles yet to overcome. 

Today we sit, 

look at the wooden 
coffee table, blow 

needlessly on our Earl Grey tea 

and chat about liturgy, 
Evangelical trends, apartment 
rent, El Nifio effects, and 

the benefits of astroturf. This 

is for the same reason 

we don’t meet to cry, 
to admit how it is that 

we still long to become 
and why we never became. 

The same reason [ hesitate 

though God offers me grace, 

the same reason | never wrote 
this before. 

Daniel Carter 



Shadows of Time, Katy Fitzhugh 



untitled #1, Kevin Boswell 

Words for a Loss 

Without you 

I can live. I no longer resolve to be unhappy. 

The hard earned ectstasy of a good jog, 
smugness when winning over a gruff dog, 
I grudgingly, even gratefully enjoy. 
Yet I’m still not resigned to life 
without you. 

Samuel An 
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A House Like Ours 

There, across the street — 

by that house not 

so different from 

our house — 

bookcase, desk, bed 

now are curbed. 

Strangers come by for the 
pickings; friends lament 

her going; we neighbors 

worry for our own. 

When first he meets mom, 

and sounds her sodden eyes, 

what will the mailman say? How 

shall he go up their porch each day? How 

shall he carry their letters out yet leave their pain? 

There, across the street — 

where the lawn is early white, 

and the winds dance in 

naked trees and father, mother, sister dread 

each the others coming home — 

Rachael is dead. 

William L. Mangrum 
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Remembering Death 

There is nothing that compares with the weight 

of a casket. As I stood at the front door of the 

church with seven other people and clumsily 

lifted the casket that had been rolling ahead 

of us, I was surprised at how heavy it was. His 

sister was in front of me, and she so tactfully 

muttered loud enough for the rest of us around 

Scott to hear, “Scotty sure packed on the 

pounds, didn’t he?” We half-heartedly smiled 

at that because we needed the comedic relief to 

help us with the weight. But we knew that Scott 

was not a heavy man. We knew that if we were 

lifting him as him, as we had for the various 

number of years or months that each of us had 

known him, he wouldn't have been so heavy. It 

was the casket that made him heavy. It was the 

casket that would anchor his lanky body into 

the ground. 

I was on my honeymoon when Scott died. My 

new husband and I had called him the weekend 

before his surgery to wish him well — to 

remind him that we loved him. We only got his 

voicemail, and I remember that we were pleased 

at the time because we didn’t know what to say 

to someone who was about to go into major 

heart surgery whilst we were having cocktails in 

Mexico. I have always regretted being pleased. I 

have always regretted not calling him back until 

I got his voice. I didn’t think that I would never 

hear his lively, loving, sarcastic voice again. 

We checked our messages from the airport in 

LA. There weren't any on my cell phone, so I 

decided to check the messages at my parents’ 

house, where Andy and I were staying. My 

parents had left to go to Britain after the 

wedding where we were to meet them after 

the honeymoon so that Andy’s family and 

friends could see us get married. But it didn’t 

Lie 

matter that they weren't there: listening to 

their message service always made me realize 

how much I didn’t live with them anymore — it 

made me feel like I was listening in on my own 

life. I don’t know why I checked them at that 

moment. 

The first message was from Scott. He talked to 

my parents for a bit, saying that he didn’t know 

how to get in touch with me. Then he talked to 

me for awhile, saying that he looked forward to 

seeing me and that he loved me. He sounded 

like Scott, but he didn’t sound like the joyful, 

heart-wrenchingly fantastic Scott that I had 

grown to rely on in such a short period of life. 

He sounded like someone who was annoyed to 

be speaking to an answering machine. 

The second message was from Heather. She 

spoke to my parents in a worried voice, saying 

that she didn’t know how to get in touch with 

me but that it was important that she did. Our 

friend, Scott Schuller, was having complications 

in surgery. Six hours had turned into twenty- 

two. If Mr. and Mrs. Vaughan could please just 

have Jessica call her, then she would greatly 

appreciate it. 

“This is so-and-so from Princeton Theological 

Seminary...’ The administrator spoke to my 

parents in a sad, distracted manner, telling 

them that Ms. Turner was trying to get a 

hold of their daughter. If they could just have 

Jessica call them back as soon as possible. She 

promised it was important. 

The next message was from Verizon Wireless. 

There was a new benefit available for their 

family plan. I skipped that message. 



The last and final message was from Heather 

again. She was speaking calmly to my par- 

ents — very adult like. She told them that our 

friend Scott had died and was being buried on 

Saturday. If they could pass the news on to me, 

that would be much appreciated. Then she hung 

up the phone, and there was silence. 

The Supershuttle we had been sitting in was 

empty enough to make me realize that the sobs 

that were echoing around us were coming from 

me. The Filipino man driving the van jumped 

in his seat a little and looked back at me in his 

rearview mirror. We hadn't even left the airport 

yet. The driver had his son with him, a small 

boy with glasses who was just strong enough 

to lift my carry-on into the back of the van. He 

turned around and handed a box of tissues to 

my new husband, who was trying to keep me in 

my seat and off the floor of the van. I wanted 

to be on something solid, something that 

wasn't going to move away, disappear, or take 

me where I didn’t want to go. The irony of that 

moment still angers me. 

My cell phone rang. It was Jeremy. I answered 

the phone crying — I think I confused him. He 

said that they had been trying to get hold of 

me. They didn’t know if they would get to me 

in time. Lots of people were praying. I don’t 

know if I spoke to him at all, because I still 

didn’t know how Scott had died when we hung 

up. I called Heather, sobbing, demanding her 

to tell me why my friend had to die and why 

I was more alone now in a place that I would 

never come to love. Cerebral hematoma. From a 

biking accident. I had spoken to him about his 

biking accident. He had laughed as he told me 

about the tree that jumped in front of him. 

I had acted like a mother and scolded him a 

183) 

little. I think that was the same conversation 

we had had about his surgery. I asked him 

if he would be okay, if this was a common 

surgery that he would come back from. He had 

promised me he would. Neither of us took that 

conversation seriously. 

The driver changed the CD and turned up 

the volume. We got the flights. We were in 

Pittsburgh the next day, standing in front of 

a dead body, my husband restraining me from 

jumping into the casket and dragging Scott out 

with me — making him walk with me, making 

him live alongside me. 

I questioned everyone and everything when 

Scott died. Being asked to be a pallbearer was 

the only and last tangible evidence I had that 

Scott had loved me at all. He was my kin. He 

was a walking, lovable, huggable Jesus who 

made me be the person | wanted to be rather 

than the person I was. He wouldn't leave me as 

I was. 

We stood by the gravesite, all three hundred 

of us peering into queer, dank earth. I stood 

with the rest of the pallbearers, in front of the 

crowd, yards away from the family, unwillingly 

separate from my new husband. The seminary 

stood behind us, in shock. The pastor said a 

terrible little prayer, and we were expected to 

disperse, but none of us left. I wanted to fall 

on the ground, to pound and curse the earth 

for taking my friend away. But I cried standing, 

and I cried alone. The only friend I had, the only 

person from that seminary that was courageous 

enough to comfort me, was in the ground. 

Jessica Vaughan Lower 
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Song & Thoughts: Seminary Life 

| 2) | = ? 

| I willa-rise and go to Je - sus, 

| 

| 

Yet live asked 

and pleaded to 

come home. 

—— SS 
He will em-brace me jin His arms; 

| 

Still Iam 

turned away 

every time. 

5 a ee 
In the arms of my dear Sav - ior, 

| ne aa 
I am just 

left here 

alone. 

Becky Ensley 

hymn text: Joseph Hart 

hymn tune: RESTORATION, 8 7 8 7 with refrain, Walker’s Southern Harmony, 1835 
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A Love Story 

The Lord said to me again, “Go, love a woman who has a lover and is an adulteress, just as the Lord loves the 

people of Israel, though they turn to other gods and love raisin cakes.” So I bought her for fifteen shekels of silver 

and a homer of barley and a measure of wine. And I said to her, “You must remain as mine for many days; you 

shall not play the whore, you shall not have intercourse with a man, nor I with you.” For the Israelites shall 

remain many days without king or prince, without sacrifice or pillar, without ephod or teraphim. Afterward the 

Israelites shall return and seek the Lord their God, and David their king; they shall come in awe to the Lord and 
to his goodness in the latter days. 

— Hosea 3:1-4 

The wife awoke with the light. The sky was orange and yellow with the dawn, and she breathed in the 

warmth of the morning for a moment before allowing her gaze to move to the empty side of the bed. 

This would be the third week since he had left. 

The husband awoke with the light. This room’s window was half-hid by trees, but the shafts of orange 

light glinted through the branches onto the bed. He looked down at the strange woman beside him, and 

briefly wondered if she would cook him breakfast. 

The wife felt the silence of the house like a heavy weight. The doors opened and closed as if grieving, the 
windows rattled as if they were in mourning. The plants and the children languished, she thought. The 

children had cried the first two weeks that their father was gone, but last night they slept indifferently. 

“Plead with your father,” she thought, “plead — for he as long as he is gone, he is not my husband, I am 

not his wife, these are not our children.” But they left the house that morning as if it were any day. The 

wife sat and stared at the floor for several long minutes, then threw down her arms in rage: “I will build 
a wall against him,” she yelled. “I will hedge up his way with thorns. I will find him and put an end to his 

wanderings. | will find him and tear out his heart. I will not let him abandon love.” She threw on her coat 
and let the door slam behind her. 

The husband dressed quietly so as not to wake the strange woman. He let himself out and walked into 

town. He walked into a shop to buy a raisin cake for breakfast, and was startled to hear what sounded 

like a low growling. He peered behind the counter, to where he thought he heard the noise, but saw 

nothing. The woman handing him the raisin cake gave him a quizzical look, and he left without thanking 

her. His business took him through town. As he walked through the bright valley’s streets, he pleased 

himself by imagining he could fly, and his thoughts careened idly, as though they were themselves on 

wings. 

The wife’s movements were tireless and determined as she prowled through the town. First, she tried 

his place of work. He had not been in. The doors were locked. She looked up the street one way, then 

the other. There were not many people out yet. She did not see him. “I will be like a lion,” she gritted her 

teeth and told herself, “I myself will tear; I will carry off, and no one will rescue him.” She turned on her 

heel and kept walking. 

He was not at the library either. She would try the bank. As she walked she made a list of the ways that 
she had been wronged. She enumerated every time he had come home late, had not come home, had 

told her a story she could only half believe. The more she thought of, the more her anger was overcome 

by deep sorrow. She could still remember the first time they met. She still remembered his first words to 

her, how clumsy they were, how endearing. Like grapes in the wilderness, she had found him many years 

ago; like the first fruit on the fig tree, his presence was sustaining. “How can I give you up?” She said out 

loud, “How can I give up on you?” 

16 



The husband looked over his shoulder, “What?” he said aloud, then caught himself. There was no one 
nearby. He must have been hearing things. He had things to buy, errands to run, work to do. There 
wasn't time for this kind of thing. When he crossed the street, however, he heard it again, or felt it really, 

something powerful coming up behind him. 

The wife stopped at a shop where they sold raisin cakes; she waited in line and then asked the woman 

at the counter how she was doing today. “Fine, thanks,” the woman replied, not wanting to tell the 

wife what they both knew she was really asking. Neither did the wife want to ask. They regarded one 
another in the quiet of the empty shop. Finally the wife began, “Has he...?” The woman nodded slowly 

without making eye contact and absently dusted a flake of flour from the counter top. The wife felt her 

frustration boil low in her stomach like an involuntary growl. She set her teeth again. 

The husband felt silly, allowing his pace to quicken. He passed a woman with a small child. He watched 

her teaching him to walk, leading the child as if with bands of love. He shook the thought of his own 

children from his mind, and darted around the corner like a pigeon. Quickening his pace again, he began 

to sweat, and checked over his shoulder. Only a crazy man would daydream he was being stalked by a lion. 

She saw him first. She was lurking beside the building, and ducked into a doorway so that she would 

not catch his eye. “Oh God,” she glanced upward and flattened her back against the wall. By the time he 

approached, she was ready to pounce, and stepped out into his path. 

He stopped short. She looked wild to him. As beautiful as he remembered, but angry, like a bear robbed 

of her cubs, ready to tear open the covering of his heart. “O God, who can help me?” he whispered. He 

put his right hand over his chest as if to shield it, and noticed his heart was pounding. 

She looked at him for a long time. He was lovely to her, his eyes like two doves that trembled. Her anger 

and her sorrow and her pity had jumbled into a single lump at the back of her throat. She bit her lip, 

afraid to talk because she didn’t know what he would say. When she finally spoke, it was a plea: “Come 

back to us.” Her voice was tender. “I will make you my husband again, in righteousness and in justice, 

in steadfast love, and in mercy. I will take you for my husband in faithfulness.” She searched his face for 

a hint of recognition, then hurried on: “I will heal your disloyalty; my anger has turned away. We will 

flourish together as a garden.” 

He looked at her for a long time. Then he glanced at the ground, then at the sky. He didn't answer. 

“You!” She shook her fist. “What will I do with you? Your love is like a morning cloud, like the dew 
that goes away early. It always has been. I desire steadfast love. Just steadfast love.” She left with eyes 

flashing and went home to an empty house. 

He stood alone for a long time, then walked about in the city, not noticing the hour. He stooped down 

to fix his shoe and happened to see the last beam of evening settling heavily on the horizon. “The sun is 

sinking earlier these days,” he thought. 

The children were asleep by the time the stars were out. 

The husband approached the familiar door and hesitated for a moment before knocking. 

The wife heard the familiar knock on the door and hesitated a moment before pulling it open. The door 
shuddered and heaved on its hinges. 

Elaine James 
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The Pulpit, Jennifer Smith 
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Genesis 

Iam eve 

formed from the ground 
knit together 
by Grandmother’s hands. 

Mothered 
in my mother’s womb. 

You would say 

Iam bone of his bone 

deflated. 

But even these dry bones 

stand on their feet 

resuscitated 

when divine breath enters. 

Conceived by the Holy Spirit. 

Born of a virgin? 

No 

born of woman 

from abundant hips 

and succulent breasts 

bursting forth 
from the secret spaces of creation 

carrying these secrets 

in my own pink flesh. 

Iam eve 

Iam woman 

Heather Prince 
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Vagina Monologue 

I have not always enjoyed being a woman. 

I spent too much of my life trying to fit into a mold, 

Trying to deny the image of God as uniquely expressed in my gender and sexuality. 

Life on the boundaries 

Between the world of men in suits 

And the Church has taught me that 

My vagina is indeed good, 

A unique and intimate aspect of my calling to ministry. 

I long to give voice to the embodiment of women as imago dei. 

I desire to share the pain, discovery, and reality of other women 

As a means of prompting this particular community to see The Other. 

Sexuality and sexual violence is not just a passing story in the headlines, 

Violoence is a demon harbored and denied by far too many women and men. 

It’s time to start telling the Truth. 

Susan Sytsma Bratt 
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Words of Life, C. Nolan Huizenga 
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locker-room lies 

i saw you looking at me again - 

yeah, i noticed. 

you andi share a common secret, 
those furtive glances stolen 

amidst cocksure machismoisms, 

“Man! Lid you see the rack on her?” 

as youth locker-room-strut 

presenting themselves as 
untouchably tough yet 

ever so easily unsettled, 
so ill at ease are these young bucks, 

just barely discovering the feral rut. 

if we are not careful, you andi, 

we may get caught and that’s 
a price painfully paid in ridicule, 

embarrassment, shame... 
perhaps worse, if the wrong one 

sees our sidelong glances. 
i know that wry smile on your 

lips (ve made you smile 
like that, a time or two, in the 

backseat of my father’s car, 

hiding in the darkness from 

disapproving eyes) 

your smile is that one that slowly 

forms, edging sideways and 

upwards like the recollection of 

some old, no doubt lewd, 

joke, were it not that i knew your 
eyes languidly wandered to 

sinewy, muscled bodies gliding 
in and out 

of white foam lather and steaming, 

pulsing, hot showers. 
oh yes, i see it, andi try not 

to notice too much, lest i be 

betrayed unwittingly by a 

less thoughtful member. 
and so we hide, i behind self- 

consciousness and unpopularity, 

and you behind your boldly proclaimed 
rejoinder to the 

sauntering jock’s question, 

“Yeah, I banged her.”* 

anonymous 

“The original wording has been altered here not as a judgment against its use, 

but out of editorial responsibility to potential young readers. 
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where honesty hidden lies 

skin-deep this time is a lot 

imagine — for a tree that speaks 

more than skin-deep means to die. 

at least it would begin to bleed, 

would lose countenance 

maybe leafs. 

this drop that leaves the tree I spoke about — 

imagine it now rolling down a hill 
blurring traces burying within 
itself the junk along the way 

‘cause water sometimes can obscure the sight 
(as does the rain on window-panes with light) 

recently I’ve seen a tree 
crying silently (I supposed) 
it cannot speak, I know, but figure 

its branches sprawling out and still 

no one can see and seize 
within, without the whole 

recently I had a vision, somewhat odd 
a drop of water rolling down a hill 

slowly starting, tiny on the top 

revealing more than any ocean could. 

my friend if I look in your face, 

let’s be honest for a wink, 

(an honest lie par excellence) 

Iam bemused to recognize 

that telling truth and telling lies 
lie side-by-side and close enough 
to keep me still 

for now. 

Simon Laufer 
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night owl 

for better or worse 
iam most poetically honest 
in the caffeine-laced, shape-shifting 
middle of the night 

long after the little bleary-eyed 
censor who lives in my head 
has taken off his green visor and 
gone home to sleep with his boyfriend 

i lie awake and wonder why 
until this moment, bathed 

in the alarm clock’s green glow, 
i seemed completely barren of 
the pulitzer-prize winning 
ideas and truths that everyone 
around me should know 

but now, the crucial plot development 
for my as-yet-unwritten novel 
is tugging on the edges of my bed sheets, 
while the answer to the lunchtime question 
that left me speechless has only just 
slipped through the door, apologizing 
for not arriving on time 

meanwhile both the first and second snide 
remarks that i smothered during daylight 
are hopping on my windowsill like 
peter pan and his pesky shadow, 
suggesting brilliantly that, yes, in fact 
they should still be said, and thanks 
to the miracle of technology it is 
possible to do so immediately 

and so it is that after 
an email to a professor stating my 
true feelings about his teaching credentials 
and a few others containing sentiments that 
might be later construed as romantic, 
i have written this silly poem, 
mostly as an apology to my censor, 
who will return to work refreshed, 

only to be greeted by a full complaint box, 
and the blink blink blink 
of the answering machine. 

Tim Hughes 
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You are here 

She crashed into the Easter Mass, 

with her hair done up in broken glass. 
She was limping left on drunken heels 
And she said, “Father, can I tell your congregation 

how a resurrection really feels?” 
— Craig Finn 

Some nights I am strung out on brokenness 
nights of stringent self-abuses 
where my demons catch up with me 
opening scars, kicking my bruises. 

The moon holds no condolences. He has always possessed 

rabid hands and a cold stare, and 

me, three-quarters drunk and two-fifths born again decide it wise to 
climb out the bathroom bar window. 

This barren back alley, 

where the impatient come to piss, 

where strangers come for drunken trysts 
and seal their awkwardness with a holy kiss 

Kneeling on the broken glass of all my 

ill-pursuits I cry out for one last score... 
one more... 
to pick me up off the floor... 
does adam even live here anymore? 

A knock upon the door... 

He opened his kit and looked into my eyes 

They danced deep into my head searching... 

for trust? for bloodlust? 

I opened my mouth and leaned back my head 

He tore a corner from his broken Bible and 

placed it in my mouth, 

he spit upon his hand, marking my forehead, 
east to west, north to south. 

I opened my eyes and faced my loss 
The only trace he came, a tattoo carved into my neck — an empty cross 

Tomorrow the churches will open their table proper 
but nights like these require back-alley baptisms 
crack-alley communions 

nights like these — where the jaws of the moon close tight, 

sometimes bastard sacraments are the only source of God’s light. 

Adam Hearlson 
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J.P. Revisited 

Cigarette smoke yields birth to mental clarity, 

Fuming his willpower to work. 

Hands plastered with pastel and oil, 

Sprawling slaps of the brush 

Wreak havoc on créme canvas. 

Genius he creates out of darkness of soul, 

Habit he breaks out of society mold. 

Picasso aside, his fervor holy, 

Edgy and alive, 

With the threat of hurricane artistic revolt. 

He is Jackson. 

Noah Carlson 
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Rorschach Canal, C. Nolan Huizenga 
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Redemption 

Acid line, 

Race Line. 

It’s our base line, 

‘Neath our discourse, 

The driving force, 

Dominant source, 

Of agitation, 

In the conversation, 

‘Cross the nation, 

Discrimination. 

Hey, it ain’t no mystery, 

It’s right there in our history. 

Since fourteen-ninety-two, 

Sailed the ocean blue, 

And still don’t have a clue, 

‘Bout how our country grew, 

Off the fears, 

The blood and tears, 

Of oppression, 

Of aggression, 

Do you feel what I’m telling you! 
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Listen hard, you white and wealthy few 

And those of you who flew, 

I bet ya’ still can hear 

With your diamond ears 

In your new steers 

Cruisin’ through the zone 

Talkin’ on your phone 

Can’t you hear children groan 

With crushed and broken bones 

In their ghetto-homes 

‘bout injustice sown 

in our nation 

Hey, it’s not just their imagination 

‘This is our creation 

Our foundation 

And like a dirty hue 

It appears in all we do 

And I’m surprised they haven't sued 

Or we haven't had a coup 

Over this misery due to slavery 

We must be using some wizardry. 

We got to get back 

We better check out the fact 

Why our ghetto’s all black 

What’s the reason it lacks 

Education 

Occupation 

Vocation 

You know they never gave ‘em jack 

After the Freedom Pact 

Or the Desegregation Act 

Oh we've got tact 

After years of attack 



That’s how we react 

That’s not equality, 

It’s just policy 

And you ask 

Why the boys is gettin’ whacked 

And why their being tracked 

By the blue packs 

Put in the racks 

At an alarming track 

Why Jack and Jill 

Is taking pills 

And folks can’t pay their bills, 

And the graves are gettin’ filled 

And we're just waiting on the Hill 

Hey, Mr. President’s got a knack 

For picking up the slack 

Send more boys to Iraq 

And the government’s lax 

‘Bout the rich-tax 

You should see the dough they rack 

You think they wanna do jack. 

Think its just coincidence 

That our residence 

Our intelligence 

And our opulence 

Goes with our skin’s colorence. 

Or is our prevalence, 

And our prominence, 

Our economic dominance, 

The continuance 

Of separation. 

This segregation 

It’s an abomination 

Come On! Let’s make a reparation! 
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Redistribution 

The solution 

We have the ability 

It’s our responsibility 

Recognize, Apologize 

Come On! Let’s heal the broken bones 

Pay back the loans 

Refurbish the zones 

Rebuild the homes 

Of our people 

Set straight the Church’s steeple 

Unification in our congregation 

Reconciliation 

It’s what I’m thinkin’ 

How ‘bout a museum 

By the Lincoln 

We'll call it Freedom 

To remember slavery 

In our history 

In our memory 

The lives it bought 

The pain it raught 

The racism taught 

Emancipation 

Proclamation 

Celebration 

End to segregation 

Liberation 

Jubilation 

Come on! This is our Salvation. 

Rachel Tanner 

photo: And I’m Not Afraid to Say it Out Loud, 
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I Shop at Wal-Mart 

When I was in eighth grade, I was a political 

activist. I was an idealist. I was a patriot. I shopped 

at Wal-Mart. 

Wal-Mart’s “Made in America” campaign inspired 
me to go through my closet and check the tags 

on all of my clothes to see where they came from. 

Some of them said ‘Made in the USA’ and that me 

feel real proud. But for the ones that said ‘Made in 

China’, ‘Made in Taiwan’, or ‘Made in India’ I looked 

at those and to be honest, I felt a little bit ashamed. 

In 1994, in eighth grade, I didn’t want them to 
start saying ‘Made in Mexico’ — I wanted to buy 

American. I didn’t want NAFTA to pass. 

In school, I was learning about how this new 

treaty could change everything. Some people said 

it fostered free trade, and freedom is good; but 

others talked about how the companies over in 

Gary, Indiana would probably all move to Mexico. 

At first, I thought that would be okay because all of 

those factories are bad for the environment. Then 

I thought about all the people who worked in the 

factories; I didn’t know how they would find jobs if 
the factories moved to Mexico. When I heard that it 

was children my age that the Mexican government 

would make take the jobs in the factories if they 

moved down there, my mind was set. The factories 

had to stay. NAFTA shouldn't be allowed to pass. 

My friends and I talked we talked about NAFTA all 

the time, for a week. We weren't old enough to vote, 

but we knew we were right, so we told all the adults 
we knew that they should vote against it. I think I 
even wrote a letter to my Congressman telling him 

that the future of the country, my future, depended 

on this. 

When I was in eighth grade, I was a political 

activist. I was an idealist. I was a patriot. I shopped 
at Wal-Mart. 

I’m not in eighth grade anymore. I’m not a political 

activist. I've compromised my idealism. I’m afraid of 

patriots. I still shop at Wal-Mart. 

For three years of my life, Wal-Mart was like Mecca. 

It was this sacred place that contained all the 

desires of my heart and it was only a two-hour train 
ride away. I didn’t get to go often, but I reveled in 
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the joy of walking up the and down the aisles and 

seeing familiar brands, food I knew how to cook, 

and clothes in my size. It didn’t matter to me that 

the Chinese people called it wa-ma. It was still Wal- 

Mart and it was a taste of home. 

When I wrote home to my friends to tell them 

about my life in China there were always some 

things I was a little bit embarrassed to admit. Like 

the fact that McDonald’s was a treat. How would 

they ever understand that? And shopping at Wal- 

Mart? Such a disgrace — when all the company was 

doing was taking advantage of cheap labor, and it 

was all over the news how companies like them and 

Nike had such horrible working conditions in their 

factories. The immorality of it all! Could I really 

accept it? 

Yes. Because you see, Wal-Mart and companies like 

it are not ‘bad’ for developing countries. They’re 

not just ‘taking advantage’ — they actually help 

the economy in the developing countries. The jobs 

that aren’t in America anymore are somewhere else, 

somewhere where perhaps they’re needed even 

more badly than they are here. 

While China is roughly the same geographic size 
as the United States, it has more than four times 

as many people. Their one-child policy is famous 

worldwide. While most people see it as an example 

of a communist dictatorship, quite frankly it’s a 

matter of practicality. Their economy, as it is right 

now, can’t support any more people. 

Jobs are so hard to find that people will go to great 

lengths to keep them if they can get stable work. I 

had one friend who has never lived in the same city 

as her husband. They met when she was on vacation 

in his hometown. Their courtship was long distance. 

Even after they got married, their situation didn’t 
change. Granted, the six-hour bus ride between 

them didn’t stop the couple from having their one 

child, a son, but because both parents have tenured 

positions in state-run schools in different counties 

they can’t afford to live together. And it’s not like 

they are an exception. Doesn't it sound like a place 

like that needs the jobs more than we do? 

As for the work conditions, [ll admit, they’re 

deplorable — but for most people, so are the living 



conditions. If they’re lucky they live in concrete 

blocks that have water and electricity for at least 

part of the day. Communal bathrooms are the norm 

even in some apartment buildings. Hot water is a 

luxury. Only the wealthiest can afford heat or air 

conditioning. And privacy? Nonexistent. A dorm 

room the size of those in Brown Hall would house 

at least eight people, not just one like it does here. 

According to the website of China Labor Watch, 

workers in the factories that produce for companies 

like Wal-Mart have no insurance, no pensions, no 

maternity leave, no marital leave and no leave to 

bury family members. Pregnant women who cannot 

keep up with the pace are forced to take time 

off — unpaid. They are forced to work excessive 

hours, handle dangerous equipment and chemicals, 

live in cramped employee dormitories, and obey 

abusive managers. 

But, at least they have jobs. Even more common 

than husband and wife being split between cities 

for the sake of their jobs is the wife being left in the 
countryside while the husband seeks work in the 

city. For most countryside families, a job for aman 

in a city factory means his son can afford to attend 

school and see a doctor if he’s sick. City jobs, like 

those in factories, are coveted. 

There are some who say that as an American 

company Wal-Mart should hold itself to higher, 

international standards. It’s a beautiful idea, but it 

won't work. The conditions I just described are the 

same in all factories in China, regardless of whether 
the goods are coming to my local Wal-Mart or not. 

Moreover, if Wal-Mart chose to take the noble 

route and raise the standard the result would be 

disastrous. If they raised their wages above the 

going rate, or improved the working conditions 

substantially, other companies would be challenged 

to do the same. While this again is good in 

principle, the reality is not so clear. It would force 

the Mom-and-Pop establishments out of business 

and make competition all that much more fierce 

for the larger Chinese-run conglomerates. And 

while Wal-Mart has the option of raising prices in 

America by a few cents, which really wouldn't affect 

anyone here too much, the Chinese companies 
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would only have the option of raising their domestic 

prices. Comparatively the negative effect would be 

significantly greater. Exporting American morality 

to a country that economically cannot support that 

standard of living — just to ease our consciences — 

would be to act irresponsibly. 

So how can the eighth grade idealist be reconciled 
with the woman who stands before you now? First 

of all, she came to understand that not everything 

in the world is black and white. Just because I am 

American doesn’t mean Americans should have jobs 

at the expense of Chinese people not having them, 

when in all likelihood the Chinese people need them 

more. And just because having a room to myself, a 

closet full of clothes to wear, and enough food to 

eat is the norm in my life, that doesn’t mean that 
it’s not a luxury for someone else. It’s unreasonable 

to expect everyone to live at the same standard as 

the wealthiest nation in the world, but it’s equally 

unfair to try to keep it for ourselves at the expense 

of others. 

The idealist is certain that the situation needs to 

improve, but doubts whether just buying American 

will solve the problem anymore. So I offer three 

radical options. The first is an external movement of 

change. I propose that instead of pressing for higher 

standards in the existing international factories, 
which would create more problems for the domestic 

companies and thus harm their economies, why 

don’t we send more factories to Asia, produce more 

goods in China, employ more people who otherwise 

wouldn't be able to find work because there is no 

work to be found? By reducing the unemployment 

rate there is a growing possibility for increasing the 

standard of employment for those who are working. 

The second is an internal movement of change. 
We could break down our barriers. We could be 

more willing to share. We could be more open. We 

could let immigrants enter our country to compete 

for our jobs on our turf. We could give them the 
benefits we all expect, but in our own country 

instead of forcing it on theirs. 

Or we could shop at Target. 

Rebecca Montgomery 



Funambulism 

Between unbelievable and certain ruin, 

there is a fine line — a little white line — 

holding either relief or discovery. 

Misstep and the trick concludes; 
forget the line and the curtain drops. 
Precarious for sure and thus astonishing if achieved, 

but fatal, always deathly, if unsuccessful. 

It is a fine line, a little white line. 

I am the Wolf 

Iam the wolf-crier, 
the dramatizer self and solely amused. 
Big words equal big reactions, 
and the laughter, shock or pity is temptation itself. 

Though it is generally assumed that action overlooks the actor, 
tooth marks are my negation. 
Yes, I am the wolf-crier, 

the dramatizer left lonely in disaster. 

Hudson Neely 
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A True Prince 

The broad-backed hippopotamus 

Rests on his belly in the mud 

— T. S. Eliot 

Hippopotami are my charge, 

and mud my vesting garb 

though I prefer a finer fare: 

pomegranates tipped on silver spoon, 

vestal dance ‘neath waxing moon, 

antiphonal song, feast and rune. 

True Church I would princely greet 

and my coming all complete — 

yet Hippopotami slumber round my feet. 

I would not err on harps of gold, 

call me up — ye arms enfold! 

But leave me not as flesh and blood, 

to wash and feed the raising flood 

of Hippopotami swaddled in mud. 

William L. Mangrum 
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Trafalgar Square 

Pigeons bob along the 
worn cobblestone 
squares, their tiny claws 
tracing a tired grid, 
their necks streaked with dust, 
a dull sheen 
on their shiny feathers, 
the mark of their mad flight 
for the few bread crumbs 

that lie a few feet away, 
the mark that turns 

a necklace into a collar. 

Rather than listen to them 

scratch their way to see 

me, and to ask me 

if I am willing to give them 
the crust from my sandwich that 
Tam about to throw away. 
I tell them by looking 
into their beady eyes 
that Iam not 

finished with my meal. 
Still, they try to 

convince me by waiting, 
their beaks clacking 
ever so slightly. 
Sorry, I say 

as I pack my sandwich 
away, I have to hurry so 
I can catch the Bakerloo Line 
to Picadilly Circus. 

Jamey Heit 
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At The Kitchen Table 
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Listen—Our scn fixed the kitchen clock. 

Watch the hands twitch from dot to dot to dot. 

And feel its finger tap upon your chest. 

Listen. They are calling us: paper-thin 

people laid flat across the screen, 

the twice-read paper and 

everything in between. 

But stay and do not go. 
Please linger, here with us. 

Come, let’s turn off the lights 

and take out our jar 

full of dead fireflies. 

Scoop onto our table 

a fistful of memories. 

Let’s watch them fly upon 

our laughter, broken, strange. 

And perhaps, with some luck 

We'll revive a passion 

that we won't need to kill 

Or live or die for. 

Ours can just blink 

On and off. 

One by 
One. 
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Musing 

Laughing at the children in the park, contemplating their innocence. 

I sit on a cherry-tree bench that is cold with memories, 

Cold as the nightly winter wind that rasps into your chest. 

I wonder who I will be and who you were. 

Night still brings with it the pangs of your promises, 

Three pages are all that remain, 

All that has stayed afloat in the shipwreck. 

The laughing stops. 

The children are gone. 

And so my gnarled hand reaches for my cane, 

And I slowly make my way homeward, 

Leaving the park coated in the crimson colors of dusk. 

Noah Carlson 
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Baby Looking for a Job, Amy Morgan 
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